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Interpretability is an important element of fake news detection so that readers can assess the credibility of news
by themselves. We implemented a naive Bayes fake news detection model proposed by Granik and Mesyur and
evaluated it with the LIAR dataset in terms of recall, effect of stop words, and interpretability. The recall was
affected by the imbalanced data and eliminating stop words did not improve the accuracy but slightly deteriorated
it. Some high probability words were interpretable as reasons for fake news but longer phrases had better be
considered as clues for fake news.
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face, governments, anything, responsible, began, reps, socialists,
muslim, tell, scheme, cabinet, information, surplus, data, groups,
census, benefit, reason, murphy, outside, loan, balanced,admits,
parks, terry, provision, study, recently, bad, josh

1:

socialists
Say Oregon Reps. Peter DeFazio and Earl
Blumenauer are socialists who are openly
serving in the U.S. Congress.

muslim
Says large majority of Republicans believe
Obama is a Muslim and not U.S.-born.

bad
The Mexican government forces many bad
people into our country.
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